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Director of Admissions Peter H. Richardson '48 will retire
this September.

R~ichardson retires after 20
years in Adnissions Office
Charles P. Brown
Director of Admissions Peter
H. Richardson '48 said yesterday
he will accept early retirement effective Sept. 1, 1984. He has
been director of admissions since
1972.
"I've worked here for twenty
years, and I've loved every minute of it," Richardson said. "I
want to do something different,
and I don't know what I want to
do next ...
I'll have time to
think about what I'll do next."
Richardson said remaining until Sept. 1 will allow him to complete the plans for the admissions
process for the Class of 1989 and
to address the Class of 1988 at
the Freshman Picnic.
Richardson notified Institute
Vice President Constantine B. Simonides of his intention to retire
on April 3, 1984, he said, and
announced his decision to the admissions office staff last week.
Simonides said that plans are
being developed for an advisory
committee to assist in the search

process.
Julia C. McLellan, senior associate director of admissions, has
decided to postpone her planned
retirement in July to act as the
temporary director of admissions
until the successor to Richardson
is named, Simonides said.
Director of Personnel James J.
Culliton said faculty and staffwith ten or more years of service
have the option of an early retirement at age 55. Those seeking
early retirement between the ages
of 60 and 65, he said, receive an
"early retirement supplement"
that declines with age of retirement. The normal retirement age
is 65, Culliton said, and the mandatory retirement age is 70.

Disposal problem is a
threat to Mi' T research
By Kevin D. Hurst
First in a series
A pending crisis in low-level radioactive waste disposal threatens
research funding and employment
in MIT laboratories, according to
Francis X. Masse, radiation protection officer at MIT.
A 1980 congressional resolution allows the three existing disposal sites in South Carolina,
Washington, and Nevada to begin refusing waste from other
states in 1986.
"It will take a minimum of five
years to build a disposal site in
Massachusetts," Masse said. "Yet
,here we are in 1984 still debating
the issue." A regional compact
that would involve rotating the
site among the New England
states is another possibility for
waste disposal.
"Without a solution, the Nuclear Regulatory Commision will
most likely have to limit our license and restrict research to the
use of only short-lived radioactive materials," Masse said.
MIT generates one truckload
of waste a year, most of it from
research laboratories, while a
small part comes from the MIT
reactor and the linear accelerator
in Middleton, Masse said. These
operations would be shut down
or severely restricted by the una-

Students plan to establish
fund to help non-registrants
By Harold Stern
First in a series
A group of MIT undergraduates are trying to set up a scholarship fund for students who lost
federal aid because they did not
register for the draft, according
to Richard A. Cowan '84, former
president of his class.
The Solomon Amendment,
which took effect July 1, prohibits federal aid to students who do
not sign a statement of compliance indicating they registered
for the draft.
Senior Vice President William
R. Dickson '56 said, "We will not
replace federal aid that was lost
by these students with MIT
funds. If they choose to set up
the fund in order to give out the
money, it becomes MIT's money,
and our position is that we will
not accept funds for that purpose."
In February, the Class of 1984
allowed Cowan to research the
idea to include the fund in a class
gift, but the class later voted to
"not endorse the idea [and to
have] nothing to do with the
fund," said Michael D. Battat
'84, class vice president.
Diane Peterson, president of
the Class of 1984, said, "When
the new board came into place,
we decided that we were not sure
how representative the idea was.
All the input that I have received
has been negative-." The new
board voted not to sponsor this
scholarship, she said.
Battat said if MIT cannot fund
non-registrants "we will not." He
said the Class of 1984 is "not a
political organization.
The Class of 1984 did, however, give Cowan the opportunity to
present his ideas to solicitors at a
fund-raising brunch, and it also
publicized the fund in the class
newsletters, Peterson said.
Cowan said he and several students spoke with members of the
MIT administration about the
possibility of establishing such a
fund since the beginning of this
term.
They thought of creating a restricted gift to the Institute,
which would mean MIT could
only use the funds for the speci-

fled purpose, in this case to help
the non-registrants.
Although MIT will not replace
federal aid lost by these students,
the Institute has attempted to acquire loans for them from outside institutions, Dickson said.
Arrangements have been made at
Shawmut Bank to facilitate the

acquisition of funds for students.
However, the 15 percent interest loans would have to be paid
back immediately, according to
Joseph Minato '84, a member of
the scholarship fund group. Only
one student applied for the loan,
-and that was in December.
(Please turn to nape 2)

New freshman option
to commence next fall
By Paul Duchnowski
Some 40 to 60 members of the
entering class of 1988 will be able
to take part in the Integrated
Studies Program, a new academic
option for freshmen, according
to the 1984-85 Freshman Handbook.
The program will be available
for an initial trial period of three
years.
Leon Trilling, professor of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
and designated director of ISP,
said the program in Science,
Technology, and Society (STS)
"will have administrative responsibility" for the Integrated Studies Program.
The program will try to "provide for a group of freshmen an
educational experience [emphasizing] the connections of the scientific disciplines with their cultural contexts
and their
applications to meet human
needs," according to a draft proposal the Committee on Educational Policy approved on March
21.
It will try to accomplish this
"in surroundings which allow the
participating students and faculty
to develop the sense of a shared
intellectual experience," the proposal stated.
"We would like to develop a
sense of community. For example
we will encourage students to
work together on homework,"
Trilling said.
Margaret' L. A. MacVicar, professor of physics and a member
of the ISP faculty, said.the Integrated Studies Program will try
to make the students more aware
of the "context of science and engineering as human endeavors."

The Integrated Studies Program plans to teach "the basic
freshman courses as separate academic disciplines to bring out
their internal logic and coherence
... [and by] presenting during
the same period of time, related
concepts in the different disciplines," according to the handbook.
The "intellectual focus [will be]
(Please turn to page 2)
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Richardson said he an
wife plan to move to Woodtstock,
c
Vermont, where they have owned
a house for the past 15 years.
He prefers not to call his departure a retirement. "Retirement
is not a comfortable term for a
man who feels as vigorous as I
do," he said.
Richardson received an SB in
general engineering from MIT.
He was employed as a teacher
and in several other capacities at
the Webb School in California,
the Putney School in Vermont,
the Pomfret School in Connecticut, and and Athens College in
Greece before return to MIT as
the associate director of the Admissions Office in 1962.
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vailability of a disposal site.
"The only way we can foresee
continued operation between the
1986 deadline and the time when
a new disposal facility will be
ready is through some interim
storage or extended grace period
for the ultimate disposal of the
waste," he said.
Up to $75 million in MIT research funding could be eliminated by restricting radioactive material use, Masse said.
Massachusetts, the largest generator of-low-level radioactive
wastes in the nation, has had political difficulties in forming a
New England compact. One
problem is a 1982 proposition,
approved by Massachusetts voters and now a state law, requiring
a state-wide referendum before
the state can construct a low-level
waste facility or join any interstate compact.
The Jan. 20 issue of Science
called the predicament "an extreme example of the political
sensibilities involved in the nuclear waste issue."
A special legislative session and
the creation of a low-level waste
commission represent Massachusett's attempts to deal with the
problem. "Finally, the state has
decided to get down to business,"
Masse said.
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Dr. Lee Lubbers of Creighton University tunes into Soviet television in Killian Court.
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Dicckson: M ITwill not accept fund
(Contintuedfrom page 1)
"That person has not seen the
clieck yet," Minato said.
The only other possibility for
the group is to set up their fund
outside of MIT, which, Dickson
admitted, would probably be
very difficult. They would have to
set up an account in a local bank
and find a trustee to manage the
account.
Most important is the fact if
the funds were not held by MIT,
the account would not be taxexempt - taxes would have to be
paid, Dickson said. "The Institute will not permit the use of its
tax-exempt status for this purpose," he said.

In spite of this, the group
plans to set up the fund outside
of MIT under a tax-exempt agency used to dealing in these matters, said Cowan.
"Suggestions were made to get
another organization to handle
the money," he explained, because "at least one MIT lawyer
said that the cost and paperwork
were prohibitive" of them handling the funds themselves.
"One possible agency is the
American Friends Service Community, a Quaker organization
that has handled similar accounts
at Brown and Brandeis," said
Craig W. Reynolds '84, a third
member of the group.

-

to ESG and Concourse was a factor in the decision to inaugurate
ISP, she said.
During the first semester, ISP
students will take Physics I
(8.01), Calculus I (18.01), Chemistry, a Humanities Distribution
subject, and a seminar for a total
of 54 units. Students will be offered Physics II (8.02), Calculus
II (18.02), a Humanities Distribution subject, an elective, and a
seminar for a total of 51 to 54
units.
The humanities distribution sequence will be comparable to
STS 100 and STS 200, Trilling
said.
The program's faculty will
teach all the courses except for
chemistry, which the students will
take with the rest of the freshman class, although Trilling said
-- --·
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THE HOMECOMING

"The money will probably be
distributed rapidly, hopefully by
next fall," Cowan said. Although
the group has not yet the formula
for dispersing the funds, one possibility is to give enough money
to make up the difference in the
interest rate between a government loan and the commercial
one available at Shawmut.
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"The program will happen,"
stressed Reynolds. "How the aid
is dispersed will depend upon
how much money is raised from
students, faculty, and alumni.
The program will be up and running before the end of the year,"
he added.
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ISP was dissusswd last tern
(Continued from page 1)
a little different," from the Concourse program and the Experimental Study Group, Trilling
said. "We will concentrate on the
history of the physical sciences
and engineering, and will make
the development of technology a
unifying thread."
The faculty of Integrated Studies Program will include Trilling,
MacVicar, physics professor Anthony P. French, and an as yet
undesignated member of the
Mathematics Department, according to Trilling. The STS faculty will teach the seminars. The
program will also hire teaching
assistants and undergraduate tutors.
Discussion of the program began in Dec. 1983, MacVicar said.
The consistent oversubscription
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he would would like to include
chemistry in the program next
year.
The program will try to provide for students entering with
credit for some of these subjects,
MacVicar said. The question has
not yet been finally resolved, but,
she added, not all students may
be accomodated.
There will be "ten seminars per
term for roughly five students
each," according to the proposal.
They will be used to further reinforce the central theme of the
program, it states.
The program will have its facilities in Building E51 where a
classroom and a social room will
be allocated, Trilling said.
"The idea [of creating a program like ISP] has been floating
about" for some time and there
has been "considerable interest
among the faculty," Trilling said.
"Time seems ripe to do an experiment of this kind."
-
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"Gynecological
exams leave
me cold.
Many women find the
whole business of getting a
gynecological exam mncredibly
distasteful. But it doesn't have to
be. At Preterm you can discuss
all your feelings and concerns
with one of our counselors. You
can request a woman doctor.
That's how we're different.
We treat your body
like a human being.
Preterm. 738-6210.

THINK OF THE HOUSEHOLD WORD
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reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.
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An expert demonstrates his karate skills during the International Fair held in Kresge Oval last Friday afternoon.
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Listings

Wednesday, May 2

Student activities, administrative
offices, academic departments,
and other groups - both on and
off the MIT campus - can list
meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's
"Notes" section. Send items of
interest (typed and double
spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20-483,9 or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Camnbridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

Louis Cabot, Chairman of Cabot
Corporation, will give a Lowell
Lecture on "Great Vocations:
The Executive" at 8 p.m. as the
Cambridge Forum, 3 Church
Street, Harvard Square. Admission is free.
"Italian Night at the World Affairs Council", featuring folk
dancing by Gruppo FolklorTstico
Orsongnese, slide show with
comments, Italian food, and art
exhibit. 22 Batterymarch St.,
Boston, at 6 p.m. Reception/Program $8, members $6, students
$4. Call 482-1740 for information and reservations.
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At PHOTOQUICKICAMBRIDGE we offer a good balance between returning
your pictures quickly and giving you the best possible quality. Bring in
your rolls of color print fi rn or reprint negatives before 10 AM, we'll have
your pictures ready the same afternoon.*^

PT

We take enough time to personally inspect every negative to make the proper corrections for
color balance and density, and we make over those prints that don't bring out the best from

/

O

your negatives.

The so-called one hour labs just don't have the time to do this. And the mass processors who
do most of the drugstore and camera store work are running film through their giant machines
at up to 14,000 prints an hour They don't have time for personal inspection of anything!

/x °
w

Trust your film to PHOTOQUICK/CAMBRIDGE, and get the quality pictures you want.
8

Another OUALITY/QUICKTM Service from PHOTOQUICK/CAMBRIDGE
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Reagan rejects Taiwan proposal -

In talks with Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping last week, President

Ronald W. Reagan turned down a proposal that the United States try to convince Taiwan to reunite with
the People's Republic of China. In an interview on Chinese television, Reagan said, "We do not believe we
should involve ourselves in this internal affair." Reagan's comments on the Soviet Union and freedom of
speech were censored by the Chinese government broadcasters.

China signs coal contract with

AUTOMATIC & STICK SHIFT
OWE FURNISH GAS WITH ALL CARS EXCEPT WAGtONS

corporation - The Occidental Petroleum Corporation Sunday

agreed to share the development of the world's largest open-pit coal mine with the People's Republic of
China. The mine, located in central China, will cost $640 million to develop and could yield 45 million
tons of coal annually for China's rapidly modernizing industry. Armand Hammer, chairman of Occidental
Petroleum, traveled to Peking to sign the agreement.

Israeli police foil terrorist attempt - Israeli police defused bombs found on seven buses in Jerusalem.
The bombs were scheduled to explode during a routine shuttle trip to an Arab refugee camp on Friday, the
Moslem Sabbath. Police arrested about 15 people including a highI-ranking Israeli reserve officer, in connection with the incident. Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir commented that Israel had avoided "a very grave
disaster" by averting the bombing.
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NEAREST TO THE B-SCHOOL
90 MAT AUBURN STREET

NEXT TO LEGAL SEAFOOD
5 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
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Society of Women Engineers

Recent studies indicate that those

residents of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont with incomes below the poverty level are particularly
susceptible to hunger because of high fuel bills which deplete their incomes. The poor in New England can
only afford to spend 32 percent of their income for food and rent, as opposed to 40 percent for the rest of
the country.

Public split on Latin American policy -

KENDALL SQ.

MASTERCARD

Nlation
NewN England poor pressed to the wall by severe winters -

HARVARD SQ.

I
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Nearly half of the American population fears that President

I

Reagan will lead the United States into a war in Central America, the latest New York Times / CBS News
Poll showed. Only one in three of the 1,367 adults polled supports Reagan's policy in the area.

I

Highest earners in

i
i

Great White North - Alaska topped the nation in per capita income last year

with $16,820 per resident, the Commerce Department announced yesterday. Connecticut was second at
$14,826, while New Jersey, California, New York and Massachusetts rounded out the top six. Southeast
and Rocky Mountain states had the lowest incomes, with Mississippi at the rock bottom with only $8,072
per capita.

Sports
Celtics triumph over Knicks in playoff opener -

The Boston Celtics destroyed the New York
Knicks, 110 to 92, in the first game of their playoff series at Boston Garden Sunday. Celtic Larry Bird
scored 23 points, 9 rebounds, and 12 assists despite a sore ankle, while towers Kevin McHale and Robert
Parish added 44 points and 20 rebounds between them to the hometown total.

present -

An

Pizza and Chips

Wleather

Thursday, May 3
4:30- 6:30 p.m.
Room 4 149

New England weather returns - Today will be cool and windy, with temperatures in the low sixties
and a chance of showers. Lows Wednesday will drop to the forties and the skies will turn cloudy and rainy
toward the weekend.

Diana bena-Aaron
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Pizza and other libations
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Call us for the answer and to discuss present Software opportunities for graduating
students. We've listed below several current positions we are working on to give you
a feel for todays JOB MARKET.
S/W ENGINEER
$27-33K
Software company has two positions
with R&D group. They want
enthusiastic, motivated people with
roughly a year's experience in graphics
and assembler. One year related
experience
S/IW PROGRAMMER
$25-32K
Company with highly regarded user
oriented software packages has a
position for person with experience in
PASCAL and/or 'C'. They want
someone who loves to program day &
night and 'will work their tail off'. This
is a small company of doers not
planners.

i
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S/W ENGINEER

$25-30K
Possible Stock
2 year old start-up company v.:ith 80 +
employees involved in CPU's. RED
group is seeking an Engineer 'capable
of doing the job', the 'best athlete for
the money?' Will see anyone with
UNIC, 'C' compiler experience.
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
$30-37K
Company started in 1981, first product
introduced in fall of 1983. Product has
been well recived at 35 employees
growing to 100 by March '85. Work on
design/development of MCt8010
based system using 'C'. Company is
extremely technical and will only see
the sharpest, technically qualified
around.
For your convenience we now have a:

_CX)

CAREER HOT LINE
800-643-5200

ENGINEERG 0 DAlTAPRCXESSMIG * FlNANGAL RECORUITING
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An open 'etter to
President Gray

of minority education, the InterDear Dr. Gray;
This summer, many of next phase program does more than
year's freshmen will come toMIT teach math, science, and the huearly under Project Interphase. manities. Interphase brings miSelected students have already nority students into the predbminately white society of MIT and
been invited and acceptances
have begun to come in. Now is into contact-with other students
the time to question the criteria in their position. It acquaints
for admission-and the curriculum them with the ins and outs ofthe
campus and administration. This
of the program.
gives the students a strong footlists
Bulletin
The 1983-84
Interphase under "Admissions." ing for the fall; it gives them a
higher chance ofsucceeding here.
Itsays:
Residents of East Campus,
ad"In order to help newly
the Interphase students are
where
mittedstudents makea successful
as well as several former
housed,
to
school
high
from
transition
the pace andstyle of MIT,a spe- Interphase students have told me
cial summer session is available, the Interphase course load is trecalled Project Interphase. This mendous, far exceeding that of
program offers subjects in math, the Freshman year. Interphase
science, and the hurnanities students work from nine in the
which build on the regular en- morning until nine at night, and
trance requirements. It is avail- then they have to do their homeable by invitation atno expense work.
Dr.- Gray, I would like to rectothe student."
What the Bulletin does not say ommend that Project Interphase
about Interphase is that invita- be changed in two ways:
· Evaulate all students entertions are given only to minority
students. The Bulletin also ing MIT for admission to the
doesn't mention how MIT de- program, not just minorities. The
cides who is and who is not a mi- present system of selective admissions to the program allows
nority student.
Invitations for Project Inter- many non-minority students, or
phase are mailed out to selected minority students who have not
entering freshmen. MIT isolates declared themselves as such, to
from the pool of accepted minor- be passed over for selection to
ity applicants students who are the program even if they would
felt would benefit most from the benefit from it.
Interphase is warranted beprogram.
it helps componsate for the
cause
According to Dr. William
of our country's seconstate
poor
McLaurin, director of the office
dary school system. If Interphase
currently can be a service only
for minorities, then its funding
level should be increased until it
serves everyone who needsi. '
e Decrease the course load on
|
^ is_
the Project Interphase students

I
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Commonality, is the removal
of human rights ,and thought

Tuesday, May 1, 1984

Chairman ........................................ Martin Dickau '85
Brown '84
Editor in Chief ...........................
Chase '85
Managing Editor ...........................
'85
abuzda
.....................
Business Manager

To the Editor:
Inlight of Burt S. Kaliski's column about prayer in schools
[April 24],I think it is important
toremember a few things.
One of the few sentences of his
that Iperceive as being factual in
nature is: "Freedom of belief is a
much cherished right in the United States." This seems to be one
of the things Kaliski has forgotten. His column makes the rather
bold assumption that his faith,
Christianity, has "truth" associated with it. It is, after all, a belief.
One may have faith in a belief, or
belief in a faith, but let us not
presume that any one of a myriad of such faiths has any more
claim totruth than any other, lest
we appear ludicrous.
By the very nature of the
words, "truth" and "belief" are
mutually exclusive. The state-
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ment, "I know my belief is true"

I

is meaningless, except for identifying somebody who misunderstands either the nature of belief
or the nature of reality.
It is also worth remembering
that the phrase "blind faith" is
not meaningless. Throughout his-

Gottlieb
was right
To the Editor:
Bravo to Jacqueline Gottlieb
for the excellent column in The
Tech [April 231 on- the issue of
women at MIT. She characterizes
an important concept that exceptionally successful minorities
(e.g., Orientals and Jews) who
have been traditionally discriminated against in the United States
have been using for years: work
so much harder than the people
who discriminate against you that
they must accept you or be left
behind.
Charles Levine '84

tory, destruction and carnage has
plagued mankind, often perpetrated in the name of one of the
deities (i.e. religion can be dangerous). Other nations are even
now engaged in "holy wars."
They do not have the capability
-of destroying the planet, just
each other. America, on the other
hand, does not need prayer in
school.
Forced commons may be criminal, but forced commonality is
the removal of human rights and
individual thought. The thought
of either makes me sick.
David Levy '87

and change the curriculum so as
mathematics and scitoteach

ences from a historical perspective.
The heavy work load in Project
Interphase only makes participants feel more inadequate than
they might already feel from being singled out for a "remedial"
summer program. Project Interphase tries to help students with
poor backgrounds in math and
science, and one of the best ways
to teach math and science is
through a historical perspective.
I hope that you consider my
proposals, Dr. Gray, and speak to
any involved parties about the
possibility of changing Project
Interphase in the future.

Study other cultures
to help solve problems
To the Editor:

I would be woefully wasting
my time and energy to comment
on all of the intolerant observations contained in Burt S. Kaliski's column on prayer in the
classroom [April 24]. The following remark, however, surpassed
all others in its ignorance: "And
what worthlessness it is to teach a
pupil about some tribe of people
on the other side of the earth
which he will never see, but not
to teach about God, Who will influence the child forever." In a
world of constantly heightened
political tensions and nuclear capabiltities, ignorance of other
peoples is not a good strategy for
the preservation of world peace.
It seems obvious that a better
strategy entails greater understanding and respect for the concerns and cultures of our co-inhabitors, enabling compromise
when conflicts arise among us.
This is an issue that greatly influences many younger people who
inherited the world's climate of
tension and conflict and the pos-

sibility of nuclear devastation.

How does Kaliski propose we arrive at mature decisions concerning foreign policy without first
understanding the various peoples with their diverse cultures
and national concerns that we en-counter in the news every day?
Through prayer? Such decisions
are of the utmost importance in
our ability to control possible escalations of conflicts into major
global affairs. As it is, the time
that is spent educating ourselves
about others is grossly inadequate.
In a perverse sense I suppose
that Kaliski is correct in stating
that the time we do not spend on
education about other peoples
should be spent praying. We will
have to pray and hope that we do
not find ourselves engaged in
military conflicts resulting from
our own ignorance of the world
around us, ignorance whose ultimate outcome could be the destruction of mankind.
Leonard Tender '87
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Jesus spoke of need to
avoid o0 hers' hypocrisy
'4nd when yolt pray, do not
imitate the hypocrites: They love
to say their prayers standing up
in the s nagogues and at the
street corners for people to see
thevm I tell you solemnly, they
have had their reward. But when
you pray, go to your private
room and, when you have shut
your door, pray to your Father
who is in that secret place, and
your Father who sees all that is
done in secret will reward you."
- Matthew 6:5-6
Somehow I think if some longhaired radical said those words
today, the leaders of the established religions in this country
would-just laugh in his face. Although Jesus often spoke in parables to obscure his meanings the
above words seem clear enough:
Jesus was speaking of the need to
avoid praying for the sake of ap-

-

pearances. Real praying comes
from the heart, and such praying
is best done in private, where it is
clear that the praying is not done
for the benefit of others.
I hate to, be one of those who
claims to know what position
Jesus would hold today, but in
the light of the above quote, it
seems fairly clear he would not
support school prayer.
I agree with all those who say
that this country is in a state of
severe moral decay. But it must
be understood that this moral decay is due to the trivializaton and
oversimplification of today's
problems, an overemphasis on
immediate gratification, and an
obsession with appearances and
surface appeal. School prayer
would be more of the same.
Why would anyone think forcing children to repeat prayers in

Wk"

school could promote faith or
morality in children - especially
if those prayers were stripped of
their meaning so as not to offend
any particular religion? Indeed,
forced repetitions invariably instil
a deep-seated mistrust of what is
being repeated. Making the prayers optional does not reduce their
pointlessness and can only serve
to promote divisiveness.
If school prayer were to instill
as much morality in children in
the next 20 years as the Pledge of
Allegiance has instilled patriotism
in children in the last 20 years,
then we would all be in big, big
trouble.
This is a short column because
there is not a lot to say on this
matter. The biggest supporters of
school prayer are invariably those
who should most listen to the
words of Jesus and not imitate
the hypocrites.
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Gottlieb's column vvas a welcome
cha-nge from the -sual paranoia
To the Editor:
I found Jacqueline Gottlieb's
column "All women face harassment" [April 24], to be a welcorme change from the usual
paranoid articles on the unfortunate lot of MIT women. Although Gottlieb was flippant towards some issues, I agree that
many women here tend to spend
far too much time complaining
about discrimination, and far too
little time dealing with the situation in a realistic way.
One of the first things I knew
about MIT was that it has an unbalanced male/female ratio, and
I do not think that any woman
who comes here could be unaware of that fact. Therefore,
our decision to attend MIT was
also a decision to put ourselves in
an unusual environment. However, an unusual environment does
not necessarily imply an unpleasant environment, and quite honestly, I would much rather be a
woman at MIT than a man here.
The administration goes out of its
way to make allowances and to
-
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MIT DRAMASHOP presents:

The Homecoming
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immediate openings,
long or short term.
Corporations and universities.
No fee charged.
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Mount Ida College,
777 Dedham Street. Newton
Centre,_ Spring Madness Concert,
Telephone 969-7000 ext. 178,
Tickets at Gate. May 5eh, 1984,
2:00 - 8:00 p.m. $C.00
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Repairs * Sales * Rentals
Electronic, Electric, and Manual Typewriters
New and Used * Quality Ribbons

Directed by Bill Bryant ('83)

O
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for

X

859 Massachusetts Ave
i576-1016

TAO
-- P JOB11S

HYPERTENSION,

2 .Mn-Fri shifts:

w

--

THE STOMPF.RS,

* Evening, Saturday Hours

0 Jobs last 3 months
0 Examine Medical Claims
Insurance forms
X Enter information on computer
@ Knowledge of medical
terms and light typing
needed
0 GREAT RATES
FULLpaychee Friday of
every week you work
NO FEE!
Call or come in TODAY!
BOSTON
120 Tremont St
357-8300
CAMBRIDGE 1430 Mass Ave
354-7215
L

rhis space donated by

CO.

21 School Street, Boston, MA 02108 617-227-3000
Firstin TravelSince 1879
Approved MIT Travel Algencyr.
MIlT Ext #s 3-4438 &3-4439

Jdn MarchdB
f Dimes

I

8am - 4pm
4:30 - 8:30pm

.

,presnt
birth
dlefects

* Patient Comfort
Relax with Video-Sedation

Register Now!

RAYMORND & VMIOM

help

* Quality Dental Care

MEDICAL CLAIMS
EXMINERT TRAINEES

*You can reach our Travel Counselors
8:30-5:30 Mon-Fri.

have never felt "'degraded` by the
subject matter in a movie which
has absolutely nothing to do with
me. I also do not consider these
films harassment, since I am perfectly free to not watch them.
There are a number of things
at MIT that I do not like, ranging from the tuition level to
forced commons, but being a
woman here is not amongst
them. It is a fact of life that there
are more men in the field of engineering than there are women
surely our reaction should be to
work at being excellent engineers,
rather than to whine about being
poor-little- woman-engineers .
Linda C. Matthew '85

Peter S. KIatz, D.D.S.

TEMPORARY JOBS!

e
M

facilitate things for us, sometimes to the point of discriminating against men. An example was
the allocaton of rooms in Next
House at the beginning of my
freshman year: all the women
had to choose their rooms before
the men, with the result that any
woman who wanted a single, got
one, while most of the men were
doubled. (I'm sure there was a
reason, but I've forgotten what it
was.)
One problem under constant
discussion is that of sexual harassment, which may or may not
be as serious as it is depicted.
Judging by the stream of qomplaints about it, I feel that I must
be very lucky never to have been
harassed during my three years at
MIT. Perhaps the extent of the
perceived problem has to do with
the fact that the definition of harassment is purely subjective, and
some women here overreact. The
Great Pornography Debate is a
case in point: it's easy to believe
that people find pornography objectionable, but as a woman, I

ANSWER:
.01 x El

sets by

William Fregosi

costumes by

Margaret S. Hall

Staging by

Edward Darna

lights by

Marc DiNardo ('84)

Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium, MIT
May 3, 4, 5 and 10, 11, 12
8

P.IM.

547-2720
5347^ 1298

Tickets: $4.50 or $3.50 w/MIT or Sr. Citizen ID
Reservations: 253-4720
,
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90 Mt. Auburn St.
At Harvard Square
Cambridge, MA. 02138
_ _
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Is It True you can buy surplus jeeps
for $44? Get the facts today!
Hurry! call 312-742-1142 Ext.
5890.

Leaving, must sell 1983 Yamaha
650 Special, like new, low mileage,
$1850/B.O.; helmets, accessories.
Large fridge $75, 2-burner stoves
$25 each, Yamaha acoustic guitar
$175, electric typewriter $100.
Call Mike, 225-6103 (253-3191
msgs.)
SUMMER JOBS - Social Change
work in Environmental Protection
and Voter Registration. Work available in citizen outreach and fundraising with PIRGS-Public Interest
Research Groups. Located in 13
states including MA, NY, NJ, CA,
CT. On Campus Interviews May 3
Call 253-4733.
The Grateful Dead concert bus we'll take the wheel when you're
seeing double. Round trip transportation to the upcoming New Haven
($15) and Providence ($1Q) shows;
tickets not included. Call John 3538337, Bob 738-6421.

classified advertising
~
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Visiting faculty member and family
seeks housing for 6-month period
beginning July 1. All areas acceptable, but prefer either LexingtonBelmont or Beverly-Hamilton area.
Call Tom Peterson at (602) 7919688 or 621-6044 (collect). Excellent references.
COUNCIL TRAVEL / CIEE
For Int'l Student ID, Budget Air
Fares, USA flights, Europe
Charters, Youth Hostel Mernbership, Eurail pass, Work and Study
abroad, and much more! FREE
CATALOG - CALL 266-1926 or
drop by our new office 729 Boylston St., 2nd Fl., Boston, MA
02116.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE from
Washington DC. Literature and data-base searching, document retrieval, telephone interviewing, FOI
requests. Hundreds of libraries (including LC), NTIS, Federal agencies, etc. Satisfaction unconditionally guranteed. $10/hour. Martin
Channon (703) 276-8402.
Brown & Finnegan Moving Service.
Local, long distance, overseas. No
job too small. Reasonable rates.
Regular trips all NE, NY, NJ, PA,
MD, DC. Call anytime 364-1927 or
361-81 85.
-I

We have the rnew plastic scratch resistant

lenses

,

Fashion frames
at reasonable prices
Instant eye exams

I

filled
Pescriptions
F
OFashion

tints and photo

LEGAL SERVICES
Available in the fields of personal injury, negligence, business, real estate, contract, criminal, landlordtenant, and divorce law. Reasonable
rates. Call Attorney Esther J. Horwich, MIT '77, at 523-1150.
Visiting Professor (woman)

Is There A Conflict Between the Cause of
Peace and the Cause of Human Rights?

Dr. Victor F. Weisskopf,
IInstitute Professor Emeritus
Dr. Valery Godyak, recent Soviet emigre
and other peace
and human rights activists

seeks

to sublet small, furnished house or
apartment Fall semester 1984. Will
care for plants, cats, etc. {non-canine). Is responsible home-owner.
Call Wyn Snow 3-6215 for more in-

formation.
SUBLET HOTLINE
Want to sublet your apartment this
summer? Are you looking for an
apartment for the summer or all
year round? Call 277-8696 or 2620930. Serving Boston and all surrounding areas.

TONIGHT, Tues., May 1, 8 p.m., Rm 9-150

Play THE SURVIVAL GAME, a very
adult sport in which teams engage
in "combat" using air-pistols that
shoot paint-filled pellets. Interested
students urged to register today for
intercollegiate games. Call Owen
353--R334, or John 353-8337.
- ---
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Summper Jlobs

Complete
Optical
Shop
Us

THE UNOFFICIAL SOVIET
PEACE MOVEMENT

q

-10·11·1

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559
$50*553/year. Now Hiring. Your
Area. Call (805) 687-6000 Ext. R10105.

-

A panel discussion sponsored by the MIT Chapter of Amnesty International

Earn up to $300/week
+ more! All majors apply now. Start when you
want. Part-time available irnmediately.
Scholarships for leaders. For interview call
screening operator at
-1625-3280.
I
c
I-
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T. R.ENTs6wAR
HARVARDSQUARE

367-6777

876-8900

CENTRAL SQUARE

$18095

Per day for Chevrolet Chevette
DFREE MILEAGE.
UNLIMIE3
Confirmed reservation required.

492 3000
I
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"Never a
Mileage Charge"
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Full Line of 1983 Chevrolets

Plus 7 other suburban locations to serve you!
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OP

changeables
eCorotact Lenses
60 Day Trial
*Large Selection of Ray
Ban Sunglasses

BLACK & WHITE TV'S

d .1 I~
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*Sport Frame Available
Central Square, 495 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
Mass. 02139 Tel: 661-2520
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SPECIALS
EEK
OUR TWO W
ENDING MAY 12th

Dental Floss

Cream

$3.05

100 yds.

M

THLOR-

TRIM~ETONJel
8 mg.elly
Tablets

$2.98

24's

$1.51

EOVASELINE
3.75 oz.

$1.29

ENERGIZER

SUNGLASSES

Batteries
Silze D,

Name Brands

PANTENE

Hair Product
Specials

II
I

Panasonic

i
PANASONIC'S 12" DABGONAL MEASURE
A black and white portable TV with 100% solid state IC
chassis and the "Quick-On" picture tube. Includes earjack for private listening and contemporary styling perfect for any room. Panasonic, one of the most respected names in the industry offers you superior quality and
,d,
exceptional value.
;
Reg. $99.95

50% Off

$1 .94

2')s

II

J&

TINACTI N
1/2 Oz.

I
%I'M

TRINA
Travel Specials

SALE

50% OFF:

69n95

Available at M.I.T. Student Center. Coop Charge, Mastercard,
visa, and American Express welcome.

EMERSON 12" DIAG. MEAS.
A black and white portable TV
with 100% solid state chassis in
a compact, walnut-grain cabinet. Great for that extra roormor
summer cottage.
SALE $59.95
Orig. $89.95

Yosur MIT Community Drugstore

492-7790
Kendall Square
---I

--. , I

238 Main Street
Caambridge, Mass b
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Outside Looking In

By V. Michael Bove

I

Stickles

By Geoff Baskir
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Architect Michael Graves
Come an-d -meetworld renowned and controversial architect, Michael
Graves, and view his giant mural, "Alternative Landscape," as well as
an iexhibition of furniture and ceramics from the Program ina
Artisanr'y at Boston University.

I

t
II
i

Thursday, May 3rd
12 noon to 2 PM
BOSTON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTO)RE, Street Level

i
f

Mr. Graves will be available for book signing and conversation.

I

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
At Kenmore Square across from T-Station. 267-8484.
Major credit cards accepted. Validated parking around the corner.
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30am-7pm, Sun. 12-5pm.
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Frisbee places

in top eight in
NE regionals

IS ON THE

By Frank Revi
ALBANY, N.Y. - The MIT
Frisbee Club established itself as
an ultimate frisbee power in the
Northeast Collegiate Region
when it finished among the top
eight teams in the regional tournament held at the State University of New York at Albany Saturday and Sunday.
Zoo Disk of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst won
the tournament, while MIT was
one of the surprise newcomers.
The tournament included the
top 16 teams from five states in
the Northeast Region. The format was round-robin play in each
of the four-team pools Saturday,
with the top two teams from each
pool playing a double elimination
tournament. The top three teams
from Sunday's tourney advanced
to the national tournament May
12-13 at Tufts University.
In their first game, the Beevers
shocked the University of Vermont in a 13-10 game which featured tenacious play on both
sides. Fine performances were
turned in by handlers Dave Detlefs '83 and George Sigal '83, as
well as by MIT's long threat,
Matt '"Phillipe'' Dorn '95.
The game wore out both
teams. MIT was uninspired in its
second round loss to Syracuse,
while UVM lost to Central Connecticut.
The Beevers' third round 15-9
victory was closer than it should
have been, because Central took
advantage of the "honor code"
of ultimate frisbee on, many occasions. The victory allowed MIT
to advance to the eight-team double elimination portion tournament.
The Beevers faced the Brockport Dogs in the first game of the
second half of games. The Dogs
used their strategy of wearing out
an already tired MIT team with
frequent substitutions and calling
fouls at critical times to break
MIT's momentum to bark up a
15-11 win.
Sunday morning's game
against Wesleyan was fast and
hard. The Beevers' short attack
was effective but their defense
could not contain Wesleyan's pinpoint accuracy. Wesleyan won 15ll, ending MIT's best season
ever.
Editor's note: Frank Revi is a
member of the frisbee club.

MIT CAMPU
J
.....

,,.I I

DISCOUNTS O
PC'S FOR:
MIT STUDENTSHI
FACULTT
& STAFF
OFFICE HRS.1:30-5:30
M0NyTUESTHURS,FRl
photo by Frank Revi

MIT speedster Peter Ahumeda '85 unleashes a deadly
backhand in the Frisbee Club's 13-2 victory over Worcester
Polytechnic Institute last week.
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VWhat is Lily Tomlin doing in Steve Martin's body?
When rich, eccentric Edwina Cutwater died,
V
^ v a crazy guru btred to transport her
soul into the-body of a
A-:· ·
itidP~ h beautiful young womabn
But the guru goofed.
.+And Edwina's soul has

,e 1
.1

ouer- .accidexitally taken
the entire right side
rJf ~ciear~t~nof her lawbyebr,

,

.1

i.

I.dI,-I

Roger Cobb.
He still controls
ie

left.
Now, Edwinaa ad Roger
are living togetherin the same body.

Awhat's

He's losing his job.
He's losing his girlfiend.
WAant seem to get
And hejst
her outo-ef hs system.
No matter how hard -

I N,

aI

notice

I.

-<

-,be

I.

1* 11

~t~he tries.

RN - LILY TOMLIN-

Sal
Thursday, May 3

1

The Lowell Lecture Series features "'Lorenzo Dow Baker:
From Cape Cod Fisherman to
Boston and Caribbean Entrepreneurs" by Dr. W. Randolph
Bartlett, professor of history,
Cape Cod Community College
will be held at 7 p.m. in the New
England Aquarium. Free and
open to the public. Interpreted
for the hearing impaired.
.
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WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
v Dissertations
*Reports and Briefs
Resumes and Repetitive
Job Search Letters
OTape Transcriptions

HENRY OLEK
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ME Ad by ED DAVIS Music by PATRICK WILLAIAS
tie nwei
ALDEN ROBINSON Podwed by STEPHEN FRIEDMAN Direded by
101"6s Fe! AUNIVERSAL Releose
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Presentafton.

SC

FREE

INPUT... OUTPUT
OFFICE SERVICES
One Washington Street
Wellesley Hills
(617) 253-0514
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